
home practices



aerial control

Try to complete as many of 
these keep up challenges

bingo
keep up

Thigh keep ups 

Weaker foot

Freestyle
(E.g. Around the World)

Break your keep up record

Take your ball for a walk
(Ball has to stay in the air)

2 small touches / 1 big touch
(How many can you do in a row?)

Use 3+ different parts of your body
to keep the ball in the air

Use a different ball
(E.g. Different size or different shape)

Flick the ball up & catch the ball on 
your foot (or neck)

Mirror keep ups
(E.g. 1 x right foot, 1 x left foot, 2 x right foot, 
2 x left foot, 3 x right foot, 3 x left foot, etc.)
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dribbling

the name
dribble

example - “T”
Ings
Ward-Prowse
Bednarek
Armstrong
McCarthy
Redmond

equipment

how it works

Challenges

Football & markers

Set the markers up like the diagram - the player looks to dribble out the player’s name
(E.g. Letter “T”)

How quickly can you complete a
player’s name?

Only use one foot to dribble the ball

Use a different turn every time you
change direction

If you have to “stop” to think about where to 
dribble, keep the ball moving whilst you think

Create your own dribbling names (E.g. Your 
own name or other players you like) 

key factors
Ball close to feet to change 
direction quickly

Eyes up when travelling

Quick, sharp movements with 
the ball (explosive)
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finishing

equipment

how it works

Challenges

finishing
quick fire

Footballs, markers, goal, bibs/jumper & 2 x people (3 x if you have a goalkeeper)

The finisher has 1 minute to score as many goals as possible - the support player passes to the 
finisher inside a marked box - the finisher has a maximum of 2 touches to score - if the finisher 
hits the targets in the top corner, it’s worth double goals - if the finishers first touch goes 
outside the box, the goal does not count

Vary the size of the box the finisher can 
receive in

Vary the type of pass to the finisher 
(ground or aerial)

Support player to pass from both sides 
(work both feet)

“Special goals” worth 3 goals!

key factors
Type of finish
(side foot, driven, chip etc.)

Accuracy of shot

Positive attitude to shoot

If GK is in goal
(awareness of GK position) 
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passing & receiving

equipment

how it works

Challenges

maestro
midfield

Footballs, markers/cones & 2 x people

The receiving player checks off the marker and receives the ball from the support player - the 
aim is to be able to receive and pass into one of the targets (knocking over the football) 

How many successful passes can you
make in a row?

Vary the distance between player
and targets

Vary the type of pass

Pass off both feet

Support player calls out a number and the 
receiving player has to try and knock the 
ball off that number  

key factors
Type of pass
(E.g. Driven, chipped, lofted etc.)

Accuracy of pass

Weight of pass

Disguised pass

Weight of first touch

Distance of first touch

“11” “7”
“9”

“9”
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dribbling

races
dribbling

equipment

how it works

Challenges

Football & markers

Player sets up a course (see examples) - the players dribbles the ball through the course in the 
quickest time possible

Compete against teammates or
family members

Only use on specific foot to dribble the ball 
(E.g. Only right foot)

Vary the distance between markers
(small gaps - big gaps)

Create your own course

Physical challenge: remove the ball (E.g. How 
fast can you run around your course?)

key factors
Ball close to feet to change 
direction quickly

Eyes up when travelling

Quick, sharp movements with 
the ball (explosive)

how quickly can you
complete the course? 

course 1 course 2



passing & receiving

equipment

how it works

Challenges

pairs
passing

Footballs, markers & 2 x people

Each player stands inside a marked box (8 markers = 2 boxes) which are split apart at a suitable 
distance to pass the ball to each other - the players look to pass into the opponents box (if 
the ball doesn’t reach the box or goes wide of the box, the receiving player gets a point - if the 
receiving player’s touch takes the ball out of the box (the passer receives a point) - passes can 
be either on the ground or in the air

Vary the size of the box (smaller or bigger)

Vary the distance between the boxes (closer or 
further)

Focus on a specific type of pass
(E.g. Aerial - the ball has to land inside the box, it 
can’t bounce into it)

Challenge your first touch (E.g. Only play off two 
touch = receive and pass) 

The ball cannot stop moving, if it stops inside 
your box, the other player receives the point

key factors
Type of pass
(E.g. Driven, chipped, lofted etc.)

Accuracy of pass

Weight of pass

Weight of first touch

Distance of first touch
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finishing

equipment

how it works

Challenges

pinpoint
Footballs & a goal

Part 1: the finisher tries to hit the three posts in the shortest number of turns possible (3 is the 
aim) - Part 2: The finisher tries to score directly from a corner

Part 1: complete it off both feet

Vary the type of finish

“Special finishes” (E.g. Rabona)

Next Level: “Post and in” it’s got to hit the 
posts and end up in the goal

Part 2: no bounce
(it has to reach the goal without bouncing)

One bounce 

Both feet

Vary the distance (move closer 
towards the goal on the line)

Different part of the feet
(E.g. Outside of the foot)

“Special” (E.g. Flick up and volley)

key factors
Accuracy & weight of pass/shot

part 1

part 2
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fun challenge

challenge
replicate a goal

Try to replicate a southampton fc 
goal from the premier league
James Ward-Prowse free kick?

Ché Adams power?

Danny Ings finesse?


